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SPRINT RELAY

Orienteering Pergine a.s.d. welcomes you to the world championship trial, and thanks 
you for your participation.

MEETING AND SECRETARIAT
- From 12.45 pm, at the Marie Curie Institute of Pergine , Via S. Pietro 2

PARKING
- From 12.45, there are three separate parking areas: national teams, individual competition , 
organizer team. The teams are kindly requested to strictly follow the signs prepared by the 
organization and any indication of the staff. The secretariat is located near the parking lots 
and is indicated by appropriate signs.(see map)

TECHNICAL INFORMATION 
- 1st  woman 2nd man 3rd man 4th woman. The competition area is divided between the 
historic center of Pergine, almost entirely paved, and part of the hills east of the city, mainly 
gravel/earth surfaces.
- The timing system used will be the SIAC AIR
- From the Race Secretariat, participants must carefully follow the indications and warnings, 
following the map indications to reach the embargo area. All the surrounding area is under 
embargo; please do not leave the path indicated under penalty of disqualification.
- To access the quarantine area, each athlete must sign the entry list.  Last entry at 14.00. The 
area is equipped with rest rooms and toilets.
- At 15 minutes from start time, the first runners will be called out from the quarantine area,  
their pass will be withdrawn, the SIAC system stamped and activated, and the bag / clothing 
can be left at the stand nearby.
-  Race  times  are  estimated  around 17min  for  women and 15min for  men.  The distances 
( km3,0 + 93m) reported on the maps and in the race informations are estimated along the 
optimal path according to the tracer / controller.
- For the relay/transition, every athlete must follow the passage of its companion at the “show 
check point” and then reach its own relay position .
- The relay/transition area will be prepared with a special post dedicated to each team. The 
“leaving” athlete will wait at his team position; at the touch of his companion, he can then 
extract the map from its support and leave. The “arriving” athlete is requested to continue to 
the finish zone, respecting as much as possible the relay/transition of other competitors.
- After the race, athletes can withdraw their garments at the stand specially set up by the side 
of the quarantine area.
Race Maps: Pergine and surroundings - scale 1:4000 - eq . 2.5

AWARDS
The awards ceremony will be held at 16 pm (flower ceremony) . 
The top three teams of runners (composed a minima by the 2 women and the coach) will  
be awarded. The five winners will be receive a lunch voucher for the restaurant at the 
Castle of Pergine, valid until July 15, 2014.


